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Abstract
This paper presents a modified fractional-order activated sludge model (MFASM) for substrate degradation and nutrient removal.
The modified model is based on Activated Sludge Model 1 (ASM1) for bacterial growth incorporated with the hereditary growth of
microorganisms in a couple of pH value acclimatizing proton translocation theory for substrate dissociation. A novel modification is
accomplished in the ASM to obtain the extra degree of freedom for biomass concentration through fractional order derivatives
based on Grünwauld-Letinkov numerical technique. A significant decline in Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and NH4-N removal
efficiency from 85% to 60% can be obtained as the biomass fractional order fluctuates between 0.9 and 0.1. Also, the specific
growth rate of bacteria can be simulated over long time periods to reveal the history of accumulated biomass in activated sludge
process. Moreover, the integer order model of ASM can be indicated at fractional order of 1. In this regard, the MFASM is strictly
investigated to reveal the influence of both pH value and heterotrophic biomass deterioration on effluent COD. Furthermore, the
simulated results are examined for the long term interaction of autotrophs in nitrification process.
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Introduction
In the past centuries, derivatives and integrals were only considered by the mathematicians as integer order systems known as
classical calculus. Although the birth of classical calculus is related Leibniz and Newton, the early stages of fractional calculus
can be attributed to Leibniz alone. In 1695, Fractional derivative was firstly recognized in a letter from Leibniz to L’Hospital
in an explanation request for non-integer derivatives. Fractional derivatives didn’t come to end by the death of Leibniz in
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1716. Factorials generalization was then accomplished by [1] to express the Gamma function for fractional order derivatives.
Consecutively, a book was presented by [2] to exhibit a detailed definition for the fractional derivatives. In a couple of years,
Lacroix could generalize the integer derivatives into fractional ones with development continued by [3], the year that Niels
Abel managed to solve a problem in physics by implementation of integral equation. A basic study of fractional calculus was
firstly revealed by [4] after Abel’s physical application for fractional operators. Liouville presented two definitions for
fractional calculus. However some restrictions related to ignorance of historical terms could be found. Beyond the historical
reason, the use of complementary function was considered to be another deficiency regarding Liouville definition of fractional
order. Later on, more modifications were introduced in order to face the previous limitations and reach accurate definitions for
fractional order derivative and integral. The complementary function was developed by [5] to exhibit more trusted definition
for fractional calculus based on generalized Taylor series. However, the existence of infinity arbitrary constants in the
developed complementary function was still a limitation. On the other hand, Grünwald-Letinkov [6,7] showed an accurate
definition for fractional order derivatives based on integer derivatives. In 1927, more developments were accomplished for
fractional derivative based on Grünwald-Letinkov. In 1974, fractional calculus applications were firstly revealed in a
conference in New Haven to show the role of fractional order systems in different fields. Consecutively, fractional calculus
has strictly revealed a source of manufacture in control systems, medical improvement, biochemical analyses, biological
investigation, and mechanical and physical areas [8-11]. Grünwald-Letinkov formula has been used till today in several
numerical methods to show the effect of fractional orders on the design and control of circuits where the historical terms are
considered in simpler function.

Several activated sludge models ignored the historical response of biomass in substrate degradation [12-14]. The former
activated sludge model only considers the specific growth rate of bacteria on short term periods [15,16]. Even the impact of
biomass fluctuation on treatment process can’t be recognized in the previous activated sludge models. The aim of this work is
to extract the extra degree of freedom of biomass concentration in the activated sludge systems. Accordingly, modified
fractional-order activated sludge model (MFASM) is established to explore the microorganism’s behavior on periodically long
terms and to investigate the influence of pH value on substrate dissociation. The modified model is based on the fractional
order derivative of ASM1 and proton translocation theory [17,18]. Grünwald-Letinkov numerical technique [19] is applied in
Matlab software to simulate the mass balance equations of MFASM. A novel alternation is accomplished by long term
biomass-substrate interaction coupled with hydrolysis of unionized organic substrates. A significant decline in the effluent
COD is associated with the change of biomass concentration in the activated sludge process. Moreover, both COD removal
and nitrification process can be simulated at various pH values and different fractional orders. In addition, the MFASM is
examined at various influent COD where simulation results illustrate the influence of pH value on specific growth rate of
heterotrophic aerobic and anoxic bacteria. Furthermore, an impressive reduction in NH4-N can be achieved by the extra
degree of freedom of autotrophic nitrifiers.

Materials and Methods
Description of the MFASM model
The ASM1 is modified to incorporate the hereditary effect of biomass with proton translocation theory. The modified model
considers the unionized substrate molecules as the sole available substrate for heterotrophic and autotrophic microorganisms.
The logic behind this hypothesis is that proton the gradient between the inside and outside of the cell membrane should be
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kept constant to maintain a constant pH during substrate degradation. According to the proton translocation theory, proton
pumps are activated during the respiration cycle to generate energy needs for the viable cell. Therefore only unionized weak
acids are free to be transported through the membrane and utilized as a substrate by the aerobic microorganisms. FIG. 1(a)
shows the hydrolysis process of unionized organic substrates in the MFASM. The complex substrate organics (
into less molecular compounds under the effect of pH value. The unionized substrate molecules(

) dissociate

) are directly utilized by

bacteria in the growth process, whereas the dissolved oxygen (DO) is consumed by bacteria in the feast period to increase the
biomass concentration(

) under the bacterial kinetics as shown in FIG. 1(b). In this regard, substrate biodegradation can be

attributed to short term specific growth rate of bacteria (

) whereas the long term bacterial growth rate ( ) is proposed for

). Several values of the fractional order ( ) varying between

biomass conversion to its impacts (

considered for biomass rate of change while a predominant order close to
parameters of ASM1 are shown in TABLE 1 at

are

is used for substrate rate of change. The kinetic

as COD and

as NH4-N [12,20,21]. Grünwald-Letinkov

numerical technique is applied to simulate the modified model based on [19]. The biomass and substrate mass balance
equations for the modified model are:
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FIG. 1(a). Schematic block diagram for proton translocation in activated sludge and (b) Schematic block diagram for
bacterial kinetics in the MFASM.
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TABLE 1. Kinetic and stoichiometric constants of ASM1 for substrate biodegradation and nitrification and
denitrification process at
Symbol

.

IAWQ model parameters

Value

Reference

Initial soluble COD concentration (g/m3)
Current study

Initial NH4-N concentration (g/m3)
Initial heterotrophic biomass concentration (kg/m3)
Initial autotrophic biomass concentration (kg/m3)
Nitrate concentration (g/m3)
Dissolved oxygen concentration (g/m3)
Hydraulic retention time (hr)
Oxygen half saturation coefficient for heterotrophs (gO2m-3)

[12,15]

Oxygen half saturation coefficient for Autotrophs (gO2m-3)

[12]

-3

Nitrate half saturation coefficient (gNO 3m )

[15]

Monod half-saturation coefficient for heterotrophs (gCOD m-3)

[22]

Dissociation constant

[18]
-3

Monod half-saturation constant for nitrifiers (gNH3 m )

[20,22]

-1

Decay rate for heterotrophs (d )

[12]
-1

Decay rate for autotrophic bacteria (d )

[22]
-1

Max. aerobic heterotrophic rate of growth (d )

[15,23]

-1

Max. autotrophic rate of growth (d )

[21,22]

Anoxic growth factor for heterotrophs (d -1)

[15]

Yield coefficient for heterotrophs

[12]

Yield coefficient for autotrophs (nitrifiers)

[20]

Results and Discussion
Influence of pH on microbial growth rate
The influence of proton translocation on both COD removal and nitrification process is discussed for the modified model at
integer order of

. FIG. 2 shows the role of pH value in the dissociation of unionized organic substrate and microbial

growth rate. An increase in the effluent COD from
influent COD of

is achieved by increasing pH value from

and heterotrophic biomass concentration (

) of

for

. The simulated results demonstrate

that higher effluent COD is attributed to the pH value [18]. Also, a decline in the COD removal efficiency is recognized as a
result of a minor decrement in the specific growth rate of heterotrophic anoxic bacteria from
at pH varying from

to about

Moreover, the simulated results show that the effluent NH4-N increases from

as pH fluctuates from

for influent NH4-N of

and nitrifier concentration (

. Although the maximum specific growth rate of nitrifying bacteria increases at pH of

) of

[21], a decline in effluent

NH4-N occurs at the same pH. The reason behind that is the significant influence of pH value on the dissociation of unionized
organic substrate which affects the microbial growth rate.
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FIG. 2. The influence of pH value on COD removal by heterotrophic aerobic and anoxic bacteria and NH4-N removal
at integer order model.

Simulation results of the modified model
The influence of biomass deterioration on the treatment process can be revealed by varying the fractional order in the
MFASM at pH of

as shown in FIG. 3. The simulated results strictly demonstrate that a decline in

is accomplished by reducing

from

over long term period where

from

Accordingly, both COD and NH4-N removal efficiency decrease from
reaches low values. FIG. 3 also indicates that the extra degree of freedom of

biomass concentration can be the predominant effect on the substrate degradation [18]. The biomass concentration decreases
as a result of the increase in specific growth rate of bacteria and thus the substrate concentration increases. This may owe to
that the decline in biomass concentration is much higher than the increase in microbial growth rate. In this regard, the
MFASM can generalize the impact of activated sludge microorganisms on the treatment process. The simulated results of
MFASM can be strictly displayed for heterotrophs and autotrophs as shown in FIG. 4(a)-4(d). Several fractional orders can be
admitted to show the gradual decline in

till about

as indicated in FIG. 4(a) where the typical values of MLSS

and MLVSS [22,23] can be approached at COD of

However, the increment in the influent COD may be a

limitation for MLSS and MLVSS. Moreover, a significant decline in COD till about
heterotrophic growth on influent COD of

at

is associated with aerobic

operation as obtained in FIG. 4(b).
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FIG. 3. The simulation results of heterotrophic biomass concentration, COD removal by heterotrophic aerobic bacteria
and nitrification process for MFASM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4(a). Heterotrophic biomass concentration, (b) COD concentration, (c) Autotrophic biomass concentration, and
(d) NH4-N concentration for various MFASM at dynamic state.
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Consecutively, FIG. 4(c) shows that

deteriorates from

to about

at low fractional orders that

significantly affect the nitrification process. Accordingly, the effluent NH4-N can be obtained in the range of
in MFASM at

operation for influent NH4-N of

impressive decrement in ammonia nitrogen is relevant to

as revealed in FIG. 4(d). It is evident from results that the
in MFASM. Also, the performance of activated sludge

wastewater treatment plants can be related to the flexibility provided by modified model.

Conclusion
The microbial growth of heterotrophs and autotrophs could be strictly investigated on periodically long terms through
MFASM that leads to a significant decline in both COD and NH4-N removal from

to

by varying

from

Extra degree of freedom could be obtained for biomass concentration where heterotrophs deteriorated from
at influent COD of
influent NH4-N of
heterotrophs at NO3 of

. Also, a decrement in nitrifiers from

could be reached at

. On the other hand, higher effluent COD could be attributed to low microbial growth of anoxic
. Moreover, a significant influence of pH value on dissociation of unionized substrate could

be indicated by varying pH between
for influent COD of

to

to

. The substrate removal efficiency could be enhanced at pH fluctuating between
. The nitrification process could be also promoted at pH=

for influent NH4-N of

although maximum specific growth rate of nitrifiers occurs at pH of . The reason behind that may owe to the role
of pH value in the proton translocation theory that associate microbial growth rate with the hydrolysis and dissociation of
unionized organic substrates influencing substrate degradation.
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